IMPORTANT NOTE: We’ve purposely put you on this DETOUR prior to the “Portal” page where you will SIGN IN or APPLY as a first time user in our system...as a reminder, you only APPLY one time; from then on, you will SIGN IN.

On your way to either start the application process, or to sign in, we wanted you to be aware of the “HOW TO VIDEOS” we’ve produced and give you the opportunity to watch them by providing you with the links to them...

Watch a VIDEO that talks you through the Application Process!

As a side attraction to that, as uploading documents is part of the application process...

Another VIDEO shows you how to UPLOAD DOCUMENTS

If you don’t need to see either of these videos (and we do plan to add more... such as, in time for the renewal process, a video that will walk you through the renewal process as well...) or perhaps you’ve already seen them,

ACCESS THE PORTAL by FOLLOWING THIS LINK.

We also recommend setting the next page (following the above link) as a favorite or bookmarked page on your computer so you can come back easily and, in the future, bypass this “detour.”

We hope you find the videos helpful and welcome feedback on them.